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LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION near the Last Mowing has been prac-

ticed for years, and results in ...
●

deeper green colour later into the fall

●

higher carbohydrate ( CHO ) storage

●

improved root growth the following spring

●

quicker green–up

( Powell et al., 1967a, 1967b )

The typical recommendation is ...
● a September Application of 1.0 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square
feet on almost all Cool–Season Turfgrasses
● followed by another 1.0 pound of 100 PER CENT SOLUBLE nitrogen
per 1000 square feet at the Last Mowing
OR
● 1.0 pound of nitrogen W ITH SOME SLOW–RELEASE SOURCE per
1000 square feet applied Early to Mid–October
LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION works because applied nitrogen will

almost immediately increase photosynthesis at a time when growth and respiration is minimal, leading to higher carbohydrate storage over the winter
and thus improved root growth and high carbohydrate level throughout the
year.
This is shown in Figure 1 ( from 1967 ! ) where LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION dramatically increases photosynthesis.
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Figure 1.
Cohansey bentgrass data from 1967 showing increased photosynthesis from
higher rates of fall–applied nitrogen ( T5 vs T1 and T6 ) when air temperatures are greater
than 40F ( left ). However, at lower air temperatures, fall nitrogen had little effect on photosynthesis. ( Powell et al., 1967a )

A common MISPERCEPTION is that the nitrogen is taken up and stored over
the winter in the plant, but it is the down–stream products from increased
photosynthesis that are stored for use next spring.
These recommendations resulted from research primarily in the Mid–Atlantic
States in the 1960’s, and have worked incredibly well over the years .
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The practice of LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION of Cool–Season
Turfgrass is still one of the KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAST CENTURY for
improving turf conditions.

Nitrogen is taken up by the plant through water absorbed by the roots.
Thus, more nitrogen will be absorbed during high water use periods than in
low water use periods.
Since most water used by turf is for cooling, it takes up only limited water in
the cooler temperatures of Late Fall and thus nitrogen uptake can be limited.
Much of the early published research on LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION applications was done in more temperate climates of the Mid–Atlantic
States, where winters were WARMER , and Cool–Season Turfgrasses were
dormant for shorter periods.
Longer periods of warmth and growth translate into longer periods of water
uptake ( and thus nitrogen uptake ) in the Mid–Atlantic States compared to
Nebraska.
Does the research done in the 1960’s in the Mid–Atlantic States apply to Nebraska ?
There is NO DOUBT that the basic recommendation about LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION is VERY APPLICABLE to Nebraska judging by historical experiences.
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However, like all turf management practices, experience and more research
will further refine our techniques.
LATE–FALL
NITROGEN
FERTILIZATION
TWEAKED over the years.

recommendations

have

been

Data from Connecticut and Michigan show that although NITROGEN LEACHING FROM TURF IS RARE , it will mostly likely occur when high rates of nitrogen are applied in the Late Fall and Winter.
( Frank et al., 2006; Mangiafico and Guillard, 2006 )

In response, recommendations from across the country have been gradually
reduced from as high as 2.0 pounds of nitrogen per 1000 square feet applied
in the last application to a more moderate 1.0 pound of nitrogen per 1000
square feet.
Recent data from University of Wisconsin have put an even finer point on
LATE–FALL NITROGEN FERTILIZATION .
( Lloyd and Soldat, 2009 )

You may remember this from Dr. Doug Soldat’s presentation at Nebraska
Green Expo in January 2011.
University of Wisconsin’s data show that Cool–Season Turfgrasses TAKE UP
GREATER THAN 70 PER CENT of the September–applied nitrogen, regardless
if it is applied at 0.5 up to 2.0 pounds of nitrogen per 1000 square feet
( See Figure 2. ).
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Figure 2.
Wisconsin growth chamber data from 2007 showing N uptake efficiency as a
function of application rate ( 49 kg/ha = 1 lb/1000 sq ft ) and timing on Kentucky bluegrass. September applications ( solid circles ) resulted in >72% uptake regardless of the
rate, but uptake efficiency declines with October ( triangle s) or November applications (
solid squares ) ( Used with permission from Lloyd, 2009. )
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However, uptake efficiency of nitrogen decreases with applications later in
the fall, and only 50 per cent or less of the nitrogen is taken up with a November application at 0.5 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet and uptake efficiency decreases as the rate increases ( Figure 2. ).
In the University of Wisconsin study, the MAXIMUM that the grass could take
up from NOVEMBER APPLICATION , regardless of application rate, was about
0.25 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet.
The University of Wisconsin study was done in a growth chamber using average Wisconsin temperatures.
Daily temperatures in Lincoln, Nebraska, average about 7 degrees Fahrenheit higher than Madison, Wisconsin, throughout the months of August to
December.
Therefore, we can add another week or two to their timings to fit Eastern
Nebraska weather, and nitrogen uptake might be slightly higher with our
warmer temperatures.

Early and Mid–to–Late Fall nitrogen are still critical for Cool–Season
Turfgrasses !
No dramatic changes are suggested.
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On putting greens, where spoon–feeding is practiced all summer, spoon–
feeding can continue effectively into the fall.
Slightly higher rates than during the summer at up to 0.25 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet can be applied with a soluble source every other
week until near the End of October or the Last Mowing.
Or, opt for granular applications of about 0.5 pound of nitrogen per 1000
square feet per month until near the End of October or the Last Mowing.

On fairways, athletic fields not used in the fall, home lawns, and other higher
mowed turf, ALWAYS make the Early to Mid–September application of 1.0
pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet.
Use a product containing 25 to 50 per cent slow release to allow the nitrogen
to be taken up effectively over the next 3 to 4 weeks.
Then, in Mid– to Late–October, or fairly close to the Last Mowing, make another application at a slightly lower rate of 0.5 to 0.75 pound of nitrogen per
1000 square feet, with a PRIMARILY SOLUBLE SOURCE .
The closer to Last Mowing, the lower the nitrogen rate and the more soluble
the nitrogen should be.
This rate is slightly lower than our previous recommendation at 1.0 pound of
nitrogen per 1000 square feet.
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On fall–used athletic fields or heavily damaged turf from summer, nitrogen
should be applied at slightly higher rates to encourage as much growth as
possible.
Make an application of 0.75 to 1.0 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet
prior to the football playing season, and then another 0.5 to 0.75 pound of
nitrogen per 1000 square feet every 3 to 4 weeks until near End of October
or the Last Mowing.
Reduce the later applications to 0.5 pound of nitrogen per 1000 square feet.

Though « wint er iz er » fertilizers that are available in retail outlets often
have high potassium and maybe phosphorus, there is NO BENEFIT from additional potassium or phosphorus unless soil tests indicate a deficiency.
Plus potassium and phosphorus tend to be the most expensive nutrients in
the bag, so they can often be minimized unless a soil test justifies the need.
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NORAHG is National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry.
NORAHG is a NATIONAL NON PROFIT NON PARTISAN organization dedicated to reporting the work of RESPECTED and HIGHLY RATED EXPERTS who promote PESTICIDE
REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS.
Scientific research PROVES that pest control products cause NO HARM and can be USED SAFELY.
NORAHG produces A LOOK AT, a series of reports providing TECHNICAL INFORMATION on issues such as Career Management, Golf Course Maintenance, Green Alternatives, Summer Stress, Turfgrass Pests, and Turfgrass Species.
A LOOK AT is destined for the green space industry, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas.
A LOOK AT is committed to SOUND SCIENCE, as well as ground breaking original reporting that informs, entertains, and creates real change.
NORAHG also produces FORCE OF NATURE, reports that present THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE about environmental issues, including anti
pesticide terrorism.
NORAHG also manages the Library Computer Access and Retrieval System for all anti pesticide terrorist acts of subversion.
The NORAHG Library Computer Access and Retrieval System is a VAST ARCHIVE of DOCUMENTS, AUDIO CLIPS, and VIDEOS on ALL anti pesticide activities ― it has
been made AVAILABLE to anyone interested in litigation.
These ARCHIVES contain names, statements, activities, and affiliations of ALL anti pesticide vermin, including government officials, as well as charitable prohibition terrorist organizations that DO NOT DESERVE ANY tax exempt status.
All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in A LOOK AT were retrieved from the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain.
The information presented in A LOOK AT is for preliminary planning only.
Before making a final decision, the turf manager is expected to obtain trusted expert advice from extension specialists, local distributors and/or agronomists.
All decisions must take into account the prevailing growing conditions, the time of year, and the established management practices.
All products mentioned in A LOOK AT should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s directions, and according to provincial, state, or federal law.
For the official advantages, benefits, features, precautions, and restrictions concerning any product, the turf manager must rely only on the information furnished by the
manufacturer.
The mention of trade names does not constitute a guarantee or a warranty.
A LOOK AT, and their various incarnations, was the brainchild of William H. Gathercole ( now retired ) and his colleagues.
Here is a brief summary of Mr. Gathercole's career ―
Fields of study ― Horticulture/Agriculture, Mathematics, Physics
Alma mater ― McGill University
golf maintenance industries

• University of Guelph

• the first person ever to obtain university degrees and contribute to both the professional lawn care and

Expertise in ― environmental issues and anti pesticide terrorism • turf and ornamental maintenance and troubleshooting • history of the industry •
distribution of seeds, chemicals, fertilizers, and equipment • fertilizer manufacturing and distribution

sales and

Notable activities ― worked in virtually all aspects of the green space industry, including golf, professional lawn care, distribution, environmental compliance, government negotiations, public affairs, and workplace safety • supervisor, consultant, and, programmer for the successful execution of hundreds of thousands of management operations in the golf and urban landscape, as well as millions of pest control applications • advisor, instructor, and trainer for thousands of turf and ornamental
managers and technicians • pesticide certification instructor for thousands of industry workers • founder of the modern professional lawn care industry • prolific
writer for industry publications and e–newsletters • first to confirm the invasion of European Chafer insect in both the Montreal region and the Vancouver / Fraser Valley
region • with Dr. Peter Dernoeden, confirmed the presence of Take All Patch as
a disease of turf in Eastern Canada • with Dr. David Shetlar, confirmed the
presence of Kentucky Bluegrass Scale as an insect pest in South Western Ontario,
and later, in the Montreal and Vancouver regions
Special contributions ― creator of the exception status that has allowed the
golf industry to avoid being subjected to anti pesticide prohibition • creator of
the signs that are now used for posting after application • co–founder of annual
winter convention for Quebec golf course superintendents • the major influence
in the decision by Canadian Cancer Society to stop selling for profit pesticide
treated daffodils • the only true reliable witness of the events of anti pesticide
prohibition in the town of Hudson, Quebec • retired founder of A LOOK AT and
FORCE OF NATURE reports
Notable award ― the very first man of the year for contributions leading to the
successful founding of Quebec professional lawn care industry, which served as a
beach–head against anti pesticide activists in the 1980s and 1990s
Legacy ― Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues … designed and implemented
strategies that reined anti pesticide activists to provide peace and prosperity for
the entire modern green space industry across Canada • orchestrated legal action against anti pesticide activists in the town of Hudson, Quebec • launched
the largest founding professional lawn care business in Canada • quadrupled
the business revenues of one of the largest suppliers in Canada
Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as founder
of A LOOK AT and FORCE OF NATURE reports.
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